
Great lines I'm glad I didn't write 
 
The lines below are from actual literature, mostly by amateur writers, submitted to 
the Blizzardguy for critique.  I have removed the author's names to protect their 
dignity.  Enjoy. 
 

1. "There were Seven Kings whom ruled over Seven Nations. . ." 
2. "Each of the Seven Uncles possess enhanced powers." 
3. "In every age and in every time there are a Council of Elders who 

administrate the holy works of The Creator and this is no different!" 
4. "Half of the Seven Nations were consumed by Evil and it took all 7 

Kings, all 7 Uncles, all their warriors anf Kenna combined to save the 
planet!" 

5. "He had the power of 7 but only 6 stood with him."  (Note to reader:  
do the math.) 

6. "Those words haunt me and the fear I saw in my Uncle's eyes will echo 
throughout my memory for eternity." 

7. "Pilius Salori had inadvertently led the warriors into the courtyard of 
the city of Torntii to make an example of them in front of a crowd of 
onlookers to make an example of them." 

8. "The fallen warrior's heart beat like a runaway freight train."  (How 
does a runaway freight train beat?) 

9. "Uncle Mindel, Pilius's old adversary, appeared seemly out of no where, 
frightening the beast." 

10. "In…out, slowly her breath takes flight like a kite sailing beyond the 
monsoon storms. . ." 

11. "He starts to shake his head to clear out the first vision he has ever 
spontaneously but breaks his automatic responses to the surprise." 

12. "That memory turns his heart into strawberry jelly on sugar rolls with 
his mom laughing as she watched him guzzle them down." 

13. "[He] breaks out in a sunrise shine." 
14. "The thought courses through her like a paradigm of understanding." 
15. "[She] notices dark, swirling, murky waves around [his] head that have 

claws on them." 
16. "I swear I feel like a frog out of water in this conversation." 
17. "[She] had been transported from Georgia and made the movement to 

Washington in gentleness and grace, flowing like a Weeping Willows in a 
gentle breeze."  



18. "[She] feels her friend’s shock  as a lack of a ripple in a moving 
stream." 

19. "It engulfs her like a thrashing tidal wave." 
20."She ignores the muffled emotions scurrying around the room of 

disbelief." 
21. "[Her] eyes turn wild, like a rabbit caught in a snare." 
22."Is it harder to be a human-eagle than merely an eagle?" 
23."It hurts like a hog almost slaughtered to death!" 
24."The changes in the light frequencies are driving those of lesser 

frequencies crazy." 
25."The biggest problem with flying free is  . . . not being able to fly." 
26."Insights are flying into people’s hearts like doves of thunder." 
27. "He feels the brightness of his eyes, like Pluto, Neptune and Uranus 

shining brilliantly in them . . ." (Note: those three planets are so distant 
from Earth that they are not visible to the naked eye, hence have no 
visible brightness to them.) 

 
  
 
  
 
  
 
 
  


